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    We are a leading independent investment firm with more than two hundred years’ experience. As long-term investors, we aim to direct capital to the real economy in a manner that improves the state of the planet. We do this by building responsible partnerships with our clients and the companies in which we invest.
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					752

					
						BN USD

					

					Assets under management or custody*

				

			
	
				
					5400+

					
						employees worldwide

					

					Full-time equivalent

				

			
	
				
					30

					
						Offices 

					

					In financial centres worldwide

				

			
	
				
					24/5

					
						Access 

					

					To a dedicated trading desk (Geneva, London, Montreal, Singapore) and execution capabilities

				

			
	
				
					20+

					
						Years

					

					Consistently top-ranked by leading worldwide industry surveys

				

			
	
				
					AA-

					
						Long Term Issuer Default Rating

					

					Reaffirmed with a stable outlook  by FitchRatings in August 2023

				

			
	
				
					Aa2

					
						Long-term deposit rating

					

					Reaffirmed with a stable outlook  by Moody’s Investors Service in August 2023

				

			
	
				
					12

					
						Years in a row

					

					Awarded ‘Best Private Bank in Europe’ and ‘Best Private Bank in Switzerland’ at the Financial Times Group Global Private Banking Awards

				

			


	

	

	
    






    
        

    *Figures as of 31 December 2023 (unaudited)
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                    Confirm your selection

                    
                        By clicking on “Continue”, you acknowledge that you will be redirected to the local website you selected for services available in your region. Please consult the legal notice for detailed local legal requirements applicable to your country.

Or you may pursue your current visit by clicking on the  “Cancel” button.
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                        Continue
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      Looks like you are here: {{CountryName}}. Would you like to change your location?
    

    
      
        
      
      
    

  


  





            
    
    


    

    
    







    

    

    



    
    

        
    